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ROBERT J. NAHIGIAN, FRICS, SIOR, CRE, MCR
Robert J. Nahigian, FRICS, SIOR, CRE, MCR has 50 years of real estate experience with 42 years
exclusively in commercial and industrial as a developer, advisor, expert witness and broker of
approximately $5.4 billion of real estate totaling 42 million square feet. He was awarded CoStar’s 1Q22
Top Broker Dealmaker and by Boston’s Commercial Brokers Association as the “2005, 2004 and 2003
Advisory Assignment of the Year”; “2001 Industrial Deal of the Year” “Final Nominee 2016
Industrial Deal of the Year” and “Distinguished Achievements in Commercial Leasing”. He is the also the
recipient of the prestigious CRE 2009 “James Felt Creative Counseling Award” for the nation’s most
outstanding achievement and ingenuity in real estate counseling. He was honored by Banker &
Tradesman as “Top 125 Business Leaders in Massachusetts”. He was featured by various publications as
“Movers and Shakers of Real Estate”; “People to Watch in New England Real Estate”; “Who’s Who in
New England Real Estate” and “Who’s Who in Residential and Commercial Real Estate.”
Mr. Nahigian is currently, Principal of Auburndale Realty Co. He provides brokerage/advisory and expert
witness services to public agencies, investment portfolio groups and corporations in New England,
Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, California and Florida. He was appointed by the Governor to the MADOT
Real Estate Appraisal Board; elected to the Advisory Board of NYSE listed real estate investment firm;
and appointed by the MA RE Licensing Commission to its Education Subcommittee.
Formerly, Mr. Nahigian was Director, Office/Industrial Division of The Robbins Group in Cambridge,
Massachusetts with office/industrial responsibilities in New England. Previous he was Vice-President of
The Norwood Group in Burlington, Massachusetts specializing on build-to-suits/speculative
developments. He was a City Planner in Bowie, Maryland; a Planner with Perkins & Will, New York
City and a junior planner with the Bethlehem (PA) Redevelopment Authority.
He serves on the faculty of Boston University, SIOR and MA NAIOP and was a Visiting Asst. Professor
RealtorU. He has lectured for: MAR, CoreNet Global, NAR Commercial, CBRE Leadership Center,
Harvard, MIT, Suffolk, BAC, Northeastern, Rutgers, Lehigh and DePaul Universities. Mr. Nahigian is an
invited speaker in the United States, Canada, Mexico, South America and Europe by FIABCI, Colliers,
CoStar, NAI, ONCOR, CORFAC International, CCIM, NAIOP, CRE, AMPI, Latin American Real
Estate Conference and other Realtor associations. Mr. Nahigian has co-authored four real estate books,
over 400 professional articles; has developed over 190 Realtor association courses and prepared a report
for HUD to President Carter and Congress on the state of the nation’s public housing stock.
With SIOR, Mr. Nahigian is a Legacy Circle Member and served as New England Chapter President;
National Education and Instructor Committee Chair; National Branding&Communications. National
Budget&Finance Committee; National VC, Training&Development; National Faculty Chair; National
Co-Chair, 2001 Boston Convention; Nominating Committee; National Committee VP; NE Regional
Vice-President; Executive Committee; and National Board of Directors. He was awarded CoreNet’s
“2013 Top Rated Faculty;” the 2012/2004/2003/2002/1994 SIOR National Instructor of the Year and
“2015 and 2011 MA Real Estate Educator of the Year”.
He has earned the FRICS, SIOR, CRE and MCR designations. He was elected to LAI. Rob served as the
CRE National VC Liaison, New England/Upstate NY Chapter President, National Editor-in-Chief,
National Chair and VC of various committees and on the National Board of Directors. He served on
MAR/GBREB Committees; Govt. Affairs, Awards and Recognition, Agency Law, Professional
Development, Education Curriculum; and the Chapter Board of Directors of LAI, CBA, SIOR and CRE.
Mr. Nahigian received his B.A., cum laude, from Lehigh University where he played Div. II baseball and
holds a Masters in Urban Planning from Columbia University. He holds a MA/NH/RI broker’s license.
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION (DEI):
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

This module qualifies towards two points for Massachusetts real estate agent license
renewal with a Massachusetts real estate approved school and instructor. Do not rely on
the accuracies of any of the information provided. The broker/student should contact
professionals, legal counsel or experts on updates, corrections or revisions on any
information provided herein and for advice. The author, sponsor or instructor cannot be
responsible for errors in the preparation of the materials nor the presentation of the same.
The program is for educational purposes only and neither the author, the sponsor nor the
instructor are providing advice, legal or otherwise and which would be dependent on the
facts and circumstances of any particular situation.
As a further disclaimer, the information provided in this course should not be relied to aid
in a business decision in real estate or any other field. The material presented may be
inaccurate or may be improper for any business decision and some examples in this
presentation are good examples of practices that would be better to avoid.

Two Hour Module
01. Civil Rights and Commercial RE
02. Enforcement Discussion
03. Protected Classes and Prohibited Activities
04. Best Practices

Course Objective
To educate commercial brokerage on the importance of understanding civil rights issues, and
understanding the importance of diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).
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UNDERSTANDING OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
1.

Introduction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

How does DEI differ from residential to commercial real estate?
Is there a parallel between residential and commercial real estate?
How do you define DEI? What’s the term mean?
Is it a “touchy subject”?
Are there politically correct phrasing”?
How does Fair Housing affect residential?
2 Types of DEI: Real estate public interaction and employee inclusion

Fair Housing: definition and history

•

All commercial real estate seekers shall have the opportunity to purchase or lease any
commercial property in any area of their choice subject only to whether the property is
within their financial capabilities.

•

The real estate licensee has an important role to play in confirming that any commercial
end-user or investor is given all possible choices. The real estate licensees therefore is
required to review their practice regularly to ascertain that they are in compliance with the
various regulations.

•

Although many real estate licensees may think of Fair Housing as only applying to
residential, it applies to all real estate which would include commercial/industrial properties.
Any type of commercial such as an office tower in Boston to shopping malls in the suburbs
to industrial/manufacturing complexes outside the city.

•

Fair Housing also incorporates the American For Disabilities Act which most certainly has
an obvious impact on all commercial real estate.

•

What is its history and genesis? What are the factors that a commercial practitioner be aware
of? What awareness do you bring to your institutional landlord clients or corporate rep
assignments?

•

The protection of Fair Housing applies to the practices of commercial licensees working
with prospective commercial tenants. Is the licensee allowing for diversity or is the broker
being selective on the properties that commercial tenants will be allowed to evaluate? There
is a difference between allowing a selected “use” versus selecting “tenants” based on
gender, color, religion, sex, etc.
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•

Commercial real estate practices a deep vetting of tenants when it comes to selecting the
tenants that the lessor believes is “appropriate”. Could our practices, even if based on our
perception of risk, financials or use, be construed as discriminatory? Is that practice a Fair
Housing violation? In some submarkets, commercial end-users such as a law firm or
medical practice, lease or acquire older homes. Are “homes” that are used for commercial
uses susceptible to Fair Housing regulations?
a) Includes the sale/management of apartment buildings
b) Anything outside 1-4 family transactions?

3. Civil Rights Laws and Commercial RE
a)

Civil Rights of 1866
* Discrimination on the bases of race in sale and rental in all real estate is illegal, no
exception

b)
i.
ii.
iii.

Civil Rights Act of 1968, commonly referred to as the Federal Fair Housing Laws

Applies to any real estate activity involving sale and rental of residential units
(management of apartment buildings for example)
Establishes a list of protected classes and of prohibited activities (detailed later)
Separate impact discussion
c)

MA Civil Rights Laws – MGL 151B

iv.

Addresses employment and real estate, both commercial and residential

v.

Considered substantially equivalent to Federal Laws

vi.

Massachusetts is a pioneer in anti-discrimination laws. These laws apply to commercial as
well as residential.
1. Mid 1940's: Massachusetts established a commission to enforce laws prohibiting
discrimination.
2. In 1950 Commission's name changed to the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination (MCAD), and its jurisdiction and power enforcement were widely
expanded.
3. Many elements in both regulations are similar, and therefore both laws will be
reviewed together.
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vii.

Covered transactions:
1. The Federal Fair Housing Laws prohibit all discrimination in the sale and leasing of
commercial properties.
2. Massachusetts civil rights laws prohibit all discrimination in the sale or leasing of all
commercial real property. Virtually all commercial land, user properties, commercial
space, multi-family properties intended for commercial use in the Commonwealth are
covered by this law.
d) Establishes a list of protected classes and of prohibited activities (detailed later)
e) American with Disability Act (ADA) - 1990
•

Objective is to provide reasonable access/ accommodation for handicap/ disability

•

Plays a major role with medical buildings, office space and retail properties. Office
towers, retail centers, properties without elevators or only have steps

•

CapEx is related to be compliant with ADA and impacts how landlords negotiate with
tenants on reimbursement

viii. Examples:
1. Access to public buildings such as medical buildings, office space and retail
properties.
2. Reserved parking
f) Possible professional organization code of ethics
•

Examples:

i. SIOR – Code of Ethical Principles and Standards of Professional Practice of the
SIOR/ Principle 7;
* Do not discriminate
ii. IREM – IREM Code of Professional Ethics, Article 11 Equal Opportunity
4.

Enforcement Discussion

i. Process
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ii. HUD (Housing & Urban Development) is the federal agency responsible for enforcing the
Federal Civil Rights Laws
iii. (1950) Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) is the state agency
whose mission is to enforce:
a) Primary civil rights regarding discrimination M.G.L. c. 151B
b) Public accommodations civil rights M.G.L. c. 272, §§92A, 98, 98A
c) Sexual harassment M.G.L. c. 151B, § 3A
d) Maternity leave M.G.L. c. 149, § 105D
e) Civil rights and education M.G.L. c. 151C
g. MA Architectural Access Board:
▪ Enforces regulations designed to make public buildings accessible to people with
disabilities
▪

In general, have had settlements vs. institutional landlords

•

Lead paint M.G.L. c. 111, § 199A; think of old mill buildings that are renovated into
multi-family or offices/lab space

5.

Commercial Real Estate Complaint Process in MA
•

Any person filing a complaint with MCAD for an alleged violation of
Massachusetts anti-discriminatory laws must do so within:

a. 300 days after the alleged employee related act of discrimination
b. 12 months after the alleged housing related act of discrimination
6.
•
•
•

Complaint Process Under Federal Law
File complaint with HUD
File civil action in U.S. District Court
Administrative process (Administrative Law Judge or Civil Action)

7. Testing
HUD granted $40 million to a few states for more testers
• Long Island Divided
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i.
•
•

Using testers is legal to prove discrimination:
In the case of Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 373 (1982), the
United States Supreme Court ruled testers are legal.
Commercial brokerage offices are subject to testers.

ii.

Testers do not identify their role, and are not required to accurately represent
themselves

iii.

Testers entitled to damages for humiliation, mental anguish, and emotional distress.

iv.

Treating people with identical procedures and standards – Many complaints filed
based on way they were treated during application process in residential but it can
occur in the commercial real estate.

v.

All persons have right to complete and accurate information.
▪ Broker gave incorrect information on building such as floor thickness, ceiling height

vi.

Testers entitled to damages for humiliation, mental anguish, and emotional distress.

vii.

Testers lack of intent is NOT a defense.

viii.

With testers, lying (prevarication) is legal – While lying on a real estate application
is thought to be an unpardonable sin, the U.S. Supreme Court justified lying in this
context as a powerful means to uncover housing discrimination.

ix.

Although in most cases, commercial real estate may not have a “application
process”, the leasing process is subject to Fair Housing standards

8.

Penalties / Remedies
i. Civil penalties, damages (actual and/or punitive), and injunctive relief.
ii. Civil penalties, in addition to any other sanction, not to exceed:
1. $10,000 for a first offense;
2. $25,000 for the second offense within a 5-year period;
3. $50,000 for the third offense within a 7-year period
iii. MCAD and Real Estate License Law:
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•

MCAD conviction of unlawful discriminatory practice is a violation of the real estate
license law.

•

The Board of Registration of Real Estate Brokers & Salespersons will:
1. Suspend the commercial real estate licensee for a minimum period of 60 days.
2. If second violation within two years then automatic minimum 90-days

9. Protected classes and prohibited activities
i. Federal law - seven protected classes in commercial real estate:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Race
Color
National Origin
Religion
Sex/ Gender: Is Sex and Gender the same term?
Familial Status
Handicap/ Disability: physical or mental, seen or unseen

Note: Massachusetts and federal laws recognize recovery from substance
abuse as a disability.
ii. Massachusetts law adds eight additional protected classes that impact commercial real estate
although more relevant in residential:
1. Age
a. Inquiry of age illegal
b. Permissible to determine if an individual has reached age of
majority, credit worthiness
• What happens if you are working with investors and age of client is directly related to timehorizon and your recommendations?
2. Ancestry
• Retail relevancy
3. Children
a. Any individual who has not yet attained the age of 18 years
b. Discrimination against persons with children extends to pregnant
women
c. Discrimination against persons with children shall extend to persons
who are in the process of securing legal custody of a child or
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children.
d. Discriminate against children on the basis of existence of lead paint i.e.. an old mill complex.
4. Genetic Information
5. Marital Status
6. Public/Rental Assistance
7. Sexual Orientation/Gender Identity: Scott/Kristen Eck
8. Veteran/ Military Status
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iii. Not included in protected classes:
1. Illegal Drug Use
2. Persons posing direct threat to health or safety of others
3. Registered Sex Offenders
4. Smoking, Smokers
5. Animals
▪ With the exception of assistance/service animals
* Discussion of types and limits of service animals: use as basis for the
discussion the HUD notice published Jan 2020: Assessing a Person’s
Request to Have an Animal as a Reasonable Accommodation Under the
Fair Housing Act.
▪

This regulation often impacts commercial leases under the Rules & Regs Clause or Exhibit in
a commercial lease.

▪

Many commercial landlords prohibit animals in a commercial lease but in fact Special
Service Animals are federally protected and are allowed.

▪

Thus a commercial lease needs to note that exception. These exceptions affect commercial
real estate tenant decisions, the Use Clause in a commercial Lease as well as Rules & Regs.

10. Poster reminder
* Both federal and state laws provide for Fair Housing posters and the appropriate display:
a. Therefore in a commercial real estate office such as a leasing center or property management
center.
b. It’s weeks after 9/11 and a person looking of Middle-East decent wants to see office space
in downtown Boston. Do you show the space? How do you define “Middle-East”?
c. Massachusetts Fair Housing Poster – M.G.L. c. 151B, § 7 – Massachusetts law
requires every commercial real estate office and leasing center office that has public traffic to
display this poster in a conspicuous place.
d. Federal Fair Housing Poster
* HUD’s written policy a failure to display the
e. Federal Fair Housing poster shall be deemed prima facie evidence of a
discriminatory housing practice and it applies to commercial properties and practices of
commercial real estate practitioners.
11. Prohibited practices
* Covered by both the Federal and the MA laws. Note that MA laws apply to any type of real
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estate transactions – commercial included.
a. Behavior does not have to be explicit to be considered discriminatory. Subtle, indirect
comments, actions may also qualify as discrimination.
b. Refusal to sell, lease or deny commercial space to anyone included in a protected
class
c. Representing a commercial building or commercial space as unavailable when it actually
is available;
d. Discrimination of a prospective tenant based upon public or rental assistance
e. A lessor of commercial or multi-family real property has no legal right to determine
maximum number of people to occupy a commercial unit except based on fire code and
occupancy permits
f.
iv. Blockbusting
v. Redlining
vi. Steering
vii. Differential treatment
*Examples:
1.
2.
viii.
12.

Terms of lease/ security deposit amount based on economics/ risks, but not on
people profile/ rental assistance
Requirements to proceed with offering services
Advertising (Spann v Colonial Village)
Protected classes

•

Review and compare the lists of protected classes from the federal law and
MGL 151B
a. Review of most common issues
i.

Gathering info from the consumer:
1. Not relative to any protected class,
2. Basic required info to proceed (ID, financial)
3. Objective needs and wants

ii. Differential treatment on offering real estate services
1. Financial qualification from some but not all
2. Providing information to some but not others (for example, crime or schools)
3. Different lease terms
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▪ But don’t we have different lease terms?
iii. Source of income is a protected class
1. Residential property: illegal to refuse/treat differently someone using a rental
assistance voucher
2. An arbitrary credit score requirement is discriminatory
iv. Children (Example: HUD v. Property Management of Andover)
v. Handicap/ disability and requirement of reasonable accommodation
1. Service animals (ADA), assistance animal (MGL 151B)
2. Accommodation through interactive process
(MA AG settlement, Peabody Properties Management Company and deaf
tenants, Shapiro v Cadman Towers)
3. Drive by inspection are ADA requirements

13. Commercial Advertising and marketing
a) No exemptions to discriminatory practice in any type of commercial real estate
advertising or marketing.
• Unlawful to make, print, publish or cause to be made, printed or published in any
media, any notice, statement or advertisement, with respect to the sale or rental of
commercial real estate that indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination because
of a protected class.
b) Exempt Homeowner (from Fair Housing laws) may not employ
discriminating advertising.
c) Determining Violations in Advertising or marketing* How an “ordinary viewer” would interpret.

14. Commercial Tenants
a)
b)
c)
d)

Colorado bakery refuses to make a wedding cake for gay couples wedding
Oregon baker refuses to make a cake for a lesbian couple
Cite religious beliefs
You are the landlord, what do you do? How does this impact your brand or reputation?
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15. Illegal Words, Phrases, Symbols and Illustrations

a) Regulations prohibit use of any words, phrases, symbols, photographs and illustrations
that convey commercial properties as available or not available to a particular group of
persons because of membership in any protected class.
b) Human models in advertising may be viewed as discriminatory.
c) Exclusive use of young, old, white, black, athletic (non-handicapped), single, Catholic,
Jewish, Armenian or other ethnic or religious groups may violate the law.
d) Selective media: the selective use of media catering to a specific population within an
area which may discriminate against another segment of the population is a violation of
Fair Housing laws.
e) Selective geographic advertisements.
f) Selective use of equal opportunity slogan or logo.
g) Emails: some corporations are using emails with names attached to “he/him/his” or
“she/her/hers”
• See Human Rights Campaign Foundation on Pronouns in Workplace
h) Is the identity to clarify first names that may be mistaken as male or female? i.e. Chris,
Robin, Jess, Kim
i) Or is it to identify the person’s recognized gender?
j) Linkedin
k) Transgender may have a converted gender but not converted physical sex

16.

Public Commercial Real Estate Firms and DEI
•
•
•

Examples:
CBRE
C&W
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17. Exemptions
* Broker/Salesperson – NO exemption allowed if commercial licensee is involved.
i. Approved senior housing are exempt on the basis of children (Housing for Older
People Act: HOPA)
ii. Three dwelling units or less when one apartment occupied by elderly or infirmed
person for whom presence of children would constitute a hardship – exempt.
18. Best practices
a. Nondiscrimination office policy, including:
i. Sexual harassment policy
ii. Non-retaliation
iii. Coercion
iv. Intimidation with any person exercising their rights
b. Set business processes to insure equal treatment, such as:
i. Responding to inquiries
ii. Showing properties
iii. Selection criteria
c.

Negotiation elements

DEIAug22
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